The Next Generation of Resection

™

RELIGN has developed a revolutionary, advanced arthroscopy system that
combines ablation/hemostasis, tissue resection, and fluid management
into one unique system. The Tricera system provides innovation, greater
surgeon control, and quality tools for quick, reliable procedures. The
system is simple and intuitive, with a quick and easy setup.
Tricera’s all-in-one architecture maximizes the ability for all modalities
to function in harmony.

Fluid Management
Veriflow™, Tricera’s self-loading integrated fluid management system, results in optimized fluid pressure with reduced spikes
and troughs. This intuitive system contains a proprietary algorithm that measures the backpressure and joint pressure and
adapts to any sheath/scope manufacturer. This provides excellent visualization with consistent joint distension, even when
using tapered sheaths.
Exoflow™ is RELIGN’s outflow-only fluid management offering that provides surgeons the flexibility to use their existing
inflow fluid management setup while automating outflow through RELIGN devices. The outflow activates automatically
with device use as well as on-demand when the flush mode is activated.

Tricera Handpiece
The Tricera Handpiece is the first ever integrated bipolar RF shaver handpiece. With the quick push of a button, the
surgeon can move between modes, giving them exceptional control of the procedure.The surgeon can also adjust
settings, joint flush and suction.
The handpiece has a device recognition feature and will automatically adjust the available modes and settings for each
device attached. OLED display clearly indicates the mode of operation for the surgeon and inverts color when using RF
modes for convenience and ease of use.
The Tricera Handpiece is also available in a steam autoclavable version. This handpiece provides the surgeon the same
functionality and control of the procedure as the OLED version, without the visual OLED screen.

Footswitch
The RELIGN Footswitch is ergonomically designed and allows the surgeon to adjust the mode, pump, activate
coag and ablation, and flush the joint, all with the familiarity of the standard yellow activate and blue coag pedals.
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